President‘s Welcome

A welcome from
Slovenian president
Borut Pahor
Dear friends of Slovenia
It brings me great joy to know that you have in your hands this fine book, which captures the rhythm of a country offering everything you can imagine when you think of beauty and vitality – because that country is Slovenia. Slovenia will not only thrill you with its
natural beauty and the diversity of its countryside, but also with the hospitality of its people and the quality of the services it provides.
We Slovenians are hardworking people, and there are many incredible individuals among us who achieve worldwide success in
different fields - sport, innovation, business, science and art. Our society is modern; it is the society of the future. We live as a sovereign
nation, in our own country within the European Union, and we are open to international cultural dialogue and appreciate cooperation
and respect. Our mission is to protect the natural and cultural heritage we’ve been bestowed with, and to live healthy and active lives.
Slovenia is a country of magnificent nature. In one corner there are green hills covered with vineyards, and in another, forests
stretching as far as the eye can see, and in yet another, a beautiful alpine world; with the coast in the south and fertile plains in the far east.
All this variety offers many opportunities for excursions, sports and other recreational activities. Slovenian cites and rural destinations hide
many historical secrets, and also offer excellent gourmet experiences, where Mediterranean influenced flavours mix with continental
tastes and form the healthy traditional Slovenian cuisine.
Slovenia also prides itself on its fantastic strategic position at the crossroads of the East and West, the North and South. Only a few
hours separate us from Vienna or Venice, as well as other large European cities.
Tourism forms an integral part of our society and the fundamental values that guide us in welcoming visitors are originality, authenticity, well-being and serving as a home away from home. Slovenia is a diverse and quality destination for all its visitors, which is why I am
happy that you are coming from all over the world to meet us and discover our beautiful and exceptional country.
Kind regards
Borut Pahor
President of the Republic of Slovenia
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Souvenirs

ToP 10

SoUvEnIRS

IDRIJA LACE
Some 50km west of Ljubljana is the town of Idrija, famous for mercury and lace. Not just any lace however, but some of the highest
quality lace produced on the planet. A large variety of lace goods can
be found, the perfect souvenir for back home.

BEE HIVE PANELS
Popularised by Anton Janša, the father of modern apiculture, in the
18th century, this colourful aspect of Slovenia’s famous beekeeping
history makes for a most unusual souvenir. All manner of designs are
available from which to choose.

DESIGNER WOOD
With forests covering nearly 2/3 of its territory, it's no surprise that wood is a
key element in many of Slovenia's traditional crafts products, and in recent
years it's become increasing prevalent in modern design as well, such as
eyewear from Wood Stock or any number of items from Trgovina Ika.

CHOCOLATE
Who doesn’t love chocolate? We certainly do, and there are many excellent producers of the sweet stuff throughout the country. Slovenia
has a proud history of making chocolate, dating all the way back to
1896 in the Trappist monastery in Brestanica.

FELT SLIPPERS
It’s common courtesy to remove ones shoes when entering a Slovene
home and replace them with comfortable slippers, which are traditionally made from felt, and you will find no finer felt slippers than
those crafted in Solčava in the Upper-Savinja valley.

ROGAŠKA CRYSTAL
One of the leading producers of crystal ware in the world, the crystal from Rogaška combines functionality with design excellence. Its
products adorn the homes of countless celebrities, so why not take
some home as well?

SCHNAPPS
Whether drank as a digestif, a cure all for most common ailments or
a pick-me-up on those cold, dark winter mornings, Slovenians swear
by schnapps and so do we. Borovnica (blueberry), medica (honey)

KICKSTARTER PRODUCTS
In recent years many Slovene entrepreneurs have turned to the crowdsourcing site Kickstarter to fund their projects, with a total of 42 campaigns
successfully to date. Many of the resulting products also make great souvenirs, and can be found at shops including Trgovina Ika and Slovenika.

SALT
An oft-mentioned item among Slovenia’s top souvenirs, salt might
raise an eyebrow or two. The saltpans at Sečovlje just south of
Portorož have been churning it out for centuries however, and it is
well known among gourmands worldwide.

YUGOSTALGIA
As time passes on and Slovenia’s Yugoslav history slips further into
the background, the craze known as Yugostalgia has become one
of the biggest tourist souvenir purchases in the country. Old coins,
banknotes, stamps, mugs, medals and more can be found here.

Dušan Zorko
WHAT MAKES A BRAND SUCCESSFUL?
Products are made in factories. Brands are made in heads. Brands are
only as valuable as they’re worth in the consumer’s eyes - we can say
that everyday is like an election. We have to do things that people care
about, be known for good things, be known for things that are different.
We are aware that people don't buy a product or service, they buy a better life, good feelings, relaxed and happy moments. They're looking for
products that make their life easier, simpler, more fun, products that give
them freedom and touch their hearts. We improve everyday to make
sure that our brands are beloved by building emotional connections loyalty beyond reason. At the end of the day we don’t just count our
return on investment, but also the return of this relationship.
WHAT DO THE MOST SUCCESSFUL SLOVENIAN BRANDS
HAVE IN COMMON?
Clear and consistent positioning, a great brand experience, sense of
innovation, sense of authenticity and strong corporate culture. On one
hand they respect and are proud of their own traditions, while on they
other they have a strongly innovative and forward-thinking approach.
HOW DID LAŠKO ZLATOROG BECOME THE BEST-SELLING BRAND OF BEER IN THE REGION?
Laško's brand awareness in the former Yugoslavia and the larger region
is the end result of long-term work over the past twenty years in the
field of exports and promotion. We have managed to maintain the visibility of our brand and perception of the beer's quality. Over the years
we have adapted to the needs of consumers with products tailored to
the market and implemented appropriate marketing and promotion
activities. Key success factors have been the understanding of consumer
needs, an excellent sales team, good distribution, competitive pricing,
partnerships with distributors and retailers, flexibility and further innovation. Despite strong competition we still have top brands.
CAN CORPORATE BRANDING AND BRAND RECOGNITION AFFECT A THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE? ESPECIALLY A SMALLER COUNTRY LIKE SLOVENIA?
I agree that Slovenia's internationally-known brands are excellent ambassadors of the country.
And we have some powerful Slovenian brands in almost every category - from medicine to mobile houses. The beer business is mainly
local, but perhaps with our new owner Heineken we will have an even
broader approach export.

Dušan Zorko
CEo of Pivovarna Laško Union

A

s both Chairman and CEO of Pivovarna Laško Union - the company that from July 2016 unites Pivovarna Union (founded in 1825) and
Pivovarna Laško (founded in 1864) as a part of Heineken - if you've enjoyed a cold Slovenian beer anytime recently you have Mr Zorko and
his team to thank, as the breweries and their various brands account for a huge share of the local beer market, even after the recent and
rapid development of the local craft beer scene. Named for the town in which it was established, the Laško brewery is not only the most popular
beer in the country, but also one of the largest in the region, with its Zlatorog label (named for the legendary white chamois or Goldenhorn of
the Slovenian Alps) found in bars and pubs from northern Italy to southern Macedonia. Meanwhile the Ljubljana-based Union brewery is the
country's second most popular beer, and is especially prevalent in the capital. The fierce rivalry between the two breweries has divided local
beer-drinkers for decades, and continues to this day despite the fact that Pivovarna Laško acquired a controlling stake in Union back in 2004. In
addition to the Laško and Union brands as well as other beers, they also produce a wide range of refreshing non-alcoholic beverages, including
Sola soft drinks and Zala and Oda bottled water, with the common ingredient being the pure, natural spring water that rises up from the depths
of the earth. Following Heineken's acquisition of the company in October 2015, this was an especially interesting time to talk to Mr Zorko about
branding, beer and the future of Slovenia's breweries.

HOW WILL HEINEKEN'S TAKEOVER AFFECT THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAŠKO AND UNION BRANDS?
We are happy to have an owner that is really a jewel in the global beer business, and thanks to their knowledge I’m sure will progress in all areas. As I
mentioned in the beer business local brands have the largest market shares
and Heineken is determined to continue the success of our favourite brands.
HOW HAVE CONSUMERS' HABITS CHANGED OVER THE
PAST FEW DECADES WHEN IT COMES TO BEER?
Most notably beer is becoming a category that consumers use more
to express their individuality and less their belonging to a group. On
the other hand, the selection of beer brands that the average consumer drinks on a regular basis is wider than ever. Different brands fit
different individual occasions. So loyalty can be secured only through
continuous excellency and innovation.
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT TRENDS IN THE BEVERAGES
INDUSTRY, SPECIFICALLY IN BEER?
Beer as a category will see lower rates of consumption per capita. But
brand-wise the market will be even more fragmented. Craft beer is no
longer a niche trend, it is entering the mainstream market. Also new products, which are inspired by beer culture, like for instance cider, will enjoy
growth over next decade. And most importantly consumers will become
much more sensitive regarding issues such as corporate responsibility,
environmental sustainability, eco-friendliness and fair trade ingredients.
DO THE BREWERIES HAVE ANY TOURS OR OTHER INTERESTING ATTRACTIONS FOR VISITORS?
Yes, we welcome everyone to the unique world of Union and Laško beer,
and warmly invite them to join our tours at both breweries. We are proud
to show the process of beer brewing, the production of alcohol-free beverages and water bottling. At the Union Brewery in Ljubljana our Brewery
Museum opened in 1986, and has even received the EMYA award presented by the European Museum Forum. In the 600m2 exhibition space
you can see numerous museum showpieces from the brewing industry,
historical methods of beer production and follow the historical evolution
of the brewery. Tours start and end in Union pub - the former malt house,
which is also a listed industrial heritage building. The Union pub is excellent
meeting point for those who love great beer and exquisite gastronomy. In
Laško the tour includes the Laško city Museum with an exhibition of the
industry, beer tasting and other brewery products. We are really satisfied
that we get so much excellent feedback and word of mouth promotion.
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Central Slovenia

Slovenia’s central region earns its name in many different ways. The nation’s lively capital Ljubljana dominates the area, and acts as Slovenia’s political, educational, economic and cultural centre in the process. All roads lead here, and the city is the nerve centre of Slovenian life and development.
It is by no means the biggest capital city in Europe (one of its smallest to be precise), but it crams more than enough into its elegant streets to keep
even the most avid traveller enraptured, while the surrounding countryside also offers much to see, do and experience.
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Central Slovenia Region

Central Slovenia Region
Ljubljana

SightSeeing
PREŠEREN SQUARE
Formally a meeting place for several roads in front of one of the
old entrance gates to the city, and a public square since Ljubljana’s original defensive walls were torn down in the middle of the
19th century, this is one of the city’s most important landmarks.
Named after Slovenia’s national poet France Prešeren (German,
Franz Prescheren, 1800-1849), it’s both a popular meeting place
(notably under the large statue of the man after whom the square
is named) and a site for concerts and events during the summer.
The charming little public space is ringed by a number of interesting sights including the magnificent Art Nouveau façade of
the Urbanc House, an extraordinary piece of early 20th-century
flamboyance and site of the soon to be reopened Centromerkur
department store.
DRAGON BRIDGE
Since it opened in 1901, Zmajski Most has been locked in a fierce
competition with the castle and the conspicuously pink Franciscan Church for the title of Most Photographed Sight in Ljubljana.
At any given moment during daylight hours (and only slightly less
frequently at night) there is sure to be at least a person or two clicking away at one of the four large dragons guarding either side of
the bridge or the smaller griffins that adorn the bottom of its eight
lamp posts. Of course we’re no exception, as we still remember the
fog shrouded photo we snapped on our first trip to the city way
back in the forgotten days of analogue film. More recently some
amateur artiste apparently felt that the mythical beasts were lacking a certain je ne sais quoi and took it upon themself to add a
smattering of red paint to their mouths and claws. The jury is still
out on whether or not this is an improvement but it does amuse us
whenever we walk past.Q Resljeva Cesta.
LJUBLJANA CASTLE
Perched on top of Castle Hill and dominating the city skyline to the
south, Ljubljana’s magnificent castle stands on the site of several former defensive buildings in a hilly area of land stretching away to the
south of the old town. The current ensemble of buildings originates
from necessary 16th-century reconstruction work following the
earthquake of 1511, with several later additions. Not unlike Kraków’s
Wawel Castle in Poland, Ljubljana Castle has served as both a royal
residence and a military barracks over the centuries.

Ljubljana

The quaint capital of Slovenia

T

he tongue twisting capital of Slovenia is the figurative and (almost) literal centre of the country, with nearly three times more inhabitants than
any other Slovene city and an even larger share of its commercial, administrative, cultural and educational activity. In 2014, Ljubljana notably celebrated the 2000th anniversary of the founding of the Roman settlement of Emona, whose ruins lie underneath the present-day city. However,
according to local legend the origins of Ljubljana go back even further, namely, to the turn of the first millennium BC, when Jason and Argonauts
stopped for a time. Regardless of the legend’s historical accuracy, it continues to live on through the dragons adorning its bridges, flags and more.
Nowadays, Ljubljana combines a quaint and well-kept medieval old town at its centre with more modern districts radiating out in all directions.
While some 280,000 residents officially call the city home, it is said that its size swells to well over half a million on any given weekday, with large
numbers of workers and students making daily migrations. Thanks in part to this massive influx, Ljubljana has a vibrancy and youthful air that would
be the envy of much larger cities, with countless cultural events (from operas and symphonies to alternative music and performance art) taking place
on a daily basis, as well as a spirited nightlife scene. And at the same time it manages to be one of the safest and cleanest cities of its size anywhere in
Europe, even being named the European Green Capital for 2016. Add all this to the fact that the city is only a 20-minute drive from ski resorts in the
Alps and 45 minutes from Mediterranean beaches, and it’s easy to see why Ljubljana has garnered such high praise in recent years.

The current main points of interest for the visitor are the Outlook Tower,
built in the 19th century and raised a further 1.2m by the government
in 1982. The tower’s Virtual Castle screens a 12-minute film translated in
English, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Russian, Croatian and Slovene
showing an interesting and informative history of the castle.
On the same floor find a small door that takes you to the top of the
tower up some 100 red cast-iron steps, each individually decorated
with an image of the tower and the city’s dragon. A door at the top
leads to a small viewing platform (not for the faint hearted) with
wonderful views of the city.
Underneath the tower and located down a small flight of stairs
tucked away through a doorway in the corner of the courtyard is the
diminutive St George’s Chapel. The Chapel is one of the oldest parts
of the Castle. By the order of Cesar’s document from 1489 it was dedicated to St. George, the patron saint of Ljubljana. It was renovated
in Baroque style and in 1747 decorated with the coats-of-arms of
over 60 rulers, including Herman and Ulrich of Celje, Henrik of Gorizia
County, and Krištof Rauber, a bishop of Ljubljana.
A beautifully presented permanent Exhibition on Slovene History is
now also open for visitors, and the castle also has a small art gallery
featuring temporary exhibitions, a café, restaurant and souvenir shop.
It’s also a popular place for local weddings, and during the summer
puts on concerts and, in July, hosts a popular outdoor cinema. To
reach it, several small paths lead up from the old town, or take the
funicular next to the Puppet Theatre and open market. QGrajska
Planota 1, tel. +386 (0)1 306 42 93, info-center@ljubljanskigrad.si,
www.ljubljanskigrad.si.
TIVOLI PARK
Tivoli is where the people of Ljubljana who don’t leave the city spend
the weekend. Laid out in 1813 as a place for the general health and
recreation of the city’s population, at some five square kilometres,
Ljubljana’s gargantuan bucolic lung - literally two streets west of the

ljubljAnA by the nuMberS
Population: 282,994
Size: 275 km2
Postcode: 1000
Municipal holiday: 9 May
Mayor: Zoran Janković
Known for: Dragons
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CentralPlanina
Velika
Slovenia Region
HISTORY OF VELIKA PLANINA
There is evidence to suggest that man has been present on Velika
Planina since prehistoric times. A number of items have been uncovered to confirm this, such as a number of axes from between
the 13th and 11th century, numerous tools, pendants and ceramics, amongst over things. As with many things from such a terrifyingly long time ago there is a lot of conjecture with regards to the
little details, but it is believed that animals were reared on these
hills in the long long ago as well.
Velika Planina’s glory years, if a mountain can have such things,
began in the 16th century. The style of huts that came to dominate were built during this time, with the Preskar Museum hut that
stands today being almost identical in design. Dairy farming really
took off during this time as well. The number of people living up
on the mountain was generally unknown until the 18th and 19th
centuries, when tentative records began. Tourism exploded in the
1930s, and this was because the huts, which had previously been
empty in winter, were rented out to those who came to ski.
Velika Planina couldn’t escape the carnage that engulfed Europe in
World War Two, and German soldiers and local militiamen burned
down all of the huts on the plateau. Not even the Chapel of Our Lady
of the Snows was spared. Immediately following the end of the war
the rebuilding process began, bringing the settlement to its current
aesthetic. The chapel was rebuilt in 1988. Much credit for the rebuild
goes to Vlasto Kopač, a Slovene architect and mountaineer who visited the peak every year for 70 years, carefully noting everything and
anything down about life so high up. Kopač died in 2006.
HERDSMEN’S SETTLEMENT
From June until September, Velika Planina acts as home for around
30 herdsmen, who slowly move up the mountain to their settlement
to continue tradition and to tend to their cattle. Some 63 huts dot
the landscape with their distinctly unique architecture in what is now
an officially protected cultural landscape. The settlement came very
close to being ripped down in 1957, only to be saved after an intervention by Vlasto Kopač and the herdsmen. Along with the 63 huts
there is a parliament building (the main social centre for the shepherds) and an open-air dance floor.
CHAPEL OF OUR LADY OF THE SNOWS
Sat above the herdsmen’s settlement like a protective mother, the
first incarnation of the Chapel of Our Lady of the Snows was built

velika Planina
A hiker‘s paradise

Covering some 577 hectares of pastureland, Velika Planina is the catchall name for a number of plateaus that come together to make the
highest alpine pasture plateau in Slovenia. Just a short drive outside of Kamnik, hordes of herdsmen’s cottages sit at an altitude of over 1500
metres surrounded by pine forests. It is a remarkable place, and one that truly is a must-see when in Kamnik or Ljubljana.
As May comes around green becomes the overwhelmingly dominant colour on the highland, along with the blossoming of the purple Kamnik
flower (or Nigritella Lithopolitanica, to give it its scientific name). Huts sit lazily all around, with pine shingle roofs and an architecture that is
genuinely unique to this mountain land. As various peaks rising over 2500m loom in the background, it all makes for some wonderful scenery.
The Herdsmen’s Settlement comes alive in summer, maintaining traditions that are centuries old. The Snow Mary Chapel sits on top of the
settlement, looking over in a most protective manner. The tourist settlement might not have quite as much history but it still has a fascinating story nonetheless, and the views are even more remarkable from this elevated spot. A number of guesthouses sit at various points
throughout, providing weary hikers with some much-needed food straight from the history of this beautiful land.

in 1938 in order to provide the herdsmen a venue for the holy mass.
Prior to its being built, the herdsmen would gather on Zeleni Rob in
order to hear church bells ringing through the valley. The first chapel
wouldn’t last so long unfortunately, being burnt down by German
soldiers and Slovene militiamen in World War Two. Only a painting
of the Virgin Mary with Jesus survived, and this painting adorns the
rebuilt (1988) chapel today. The Lady of the Snows feast day is August
5th, and is the busiest day of the year for the settlement. It really is
quite the celebration.
PRESKAR HUT MUSEUM
The only preserved oval hut with an open fireplace and no windows
or chimney, the Preskar Hut Museum stands out in the settlement.
Built after the devastation of World War Two, it now houses a museum showing the life of herdsmen in the 19th century. Upon arrival
a herder in traditional dress greets you, and we can confirm that it is
quite the striking look. Through the summer there are also occasional
events and workshops. Q +386 (0)31 68 08 02, +386 (0)61 832 72
58, info@velikaplanina.si. Open Jun - Sept 10:00 - 16:00.
TOURIST SETTLEMENT AND GOSTIŠČE ZELENI ROB
Built for tourists and adjusted to suit their needs, the area around
Zeleni Rob is now home to numerous cottages for those who wish
to extend their stay on Velika Planina to extra days. Built using plans
drawn up by Vlasto Kopač, it was intended to be aesthetically separate from the Herdsmen’s Settlement but it still retains a distinct Velika Planina flavor. The mountain lodge Zeleni Rob is at the heart of
the settlement, and also to provide some much needed sustenance
after a long day of walking. They specialize in traditional fare, doing an excellent line in cheese dumplings. Q Zeleni Rob contact:
+386 (0)51 34 14 06, +386 (0)51 64 45 12, info@velikaplanina.si.
Open Jun - Sept 08:00 - 18:00, Fri - Sun 08:00 - 20:00. Oct - May
08:00 - 16:00, Fri - Sun 08:00 - 18:00.
KAMNIK ORCHID
As the snow melts and green pastures begin to take over Velika
Planina in the summer, one flower in particular begins to flourish.
The Kamnik Orchid (Nigritella Lithopolitanica, scientifically) reaches
its zenith in June. With its purple egg-shaped blossom and grass-like
leaves, it is the most famous flower from the top of the mountain and
also the only orchid to find itself on the Red list of threatened plants,
confirming it as a rare species.
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northern Slovenia

The northernmost region in Slovenia is also arguably its most cherished and adored, with alpine mountains covering the vast majority of it, providing the sort of scenery one comes to expect from such a magnificent range. The air is fresh and tinged with romance, with gorgeous valley after
gorgeous valley just waiting to impress each and every prospective visitor. Among the region’s many sights, Slovenia’s most famous lakes, Bled
and Bohinj, are found here, as well as its only national park and highest point: the mighty Mt Triglav.
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Bled
BLED CASTLE
Perched quite dramatically high up on a cliff overlooking the lake and
town, Bled Castle is the stuff of children’s dreams. First mentioned in
the year 1011, it is officially the oldest castle in Slovenia having celebrated its one thousand year anniversary in 2011. Built and added to
haphazardly over the centuries, nowadays the castle is a photogenic
mash of styles. Of the many sights located on the castle’s premises,
you can visit a small but informative museum of the region’s history
from the first human settlements till the present day, a 16th century
chapel, the wine cellar, an herbal gallery, a recreated Gutenberg
printing press (that still sees heavy work printing souvenirs for visitors) and of course a restaurant with breathtaking views of the lake
below and mountains beyond.Q tel. +386 (0)4 572 97 82, fax +386
(0)4 572 97 72, blejski.grad@zkbled.si, www.blejski-grad.si. Open
08:00-20:00 from April to October, 08:00-18:00 November-March.
Admission €9/7/4.50 for adults/students/children, with discounts
for groups of 10 or more.
BLED ISLAND
Of the many aesthetic wonders of Lake Bled, it is Bled Island (Blejski
Otok) that is without doubt the most iconic. It adorns the cover of
this and pretty much every other guide dedicated to Bled, and a large
chunk of guides for the entire country, and with good reason. It is the
only true island in the entire country after all. It certainly isn’t huge,
but the phrase ‘small but perfectly formed’ has never felt more apt.
It is only accessible by boat, but we truly can’t think of any mode of
transport we’d rather use to reach it.
The Church of the Mother of the God on the Lake (mouthy name,
but rather poetic in Slovene) dominates the landscape, both visually
and culturally. First mentioned in the 12th century, it has a history
that stretches way before that and has undergone many renovations
since. Thousands head to ring its Wishing Bell annually, which is purported to bring luck to those that ring it. USA Today included it in
its list of the most beautiful churches in the world, for quite obvious
reasons.
Elsewhere on the island we find a Bell Tower with a renewed Pendulum Clock at the top, not a spark of electricity in sight. There is also
an exhibition house showcasing some of the finest Slovene art from
past and present, as well as a fascinating permanent exhibition focused on traditional dress. Wrap up your visit by tasting Potica, a sort
of nut roll made with all sorts of fillings, in the attractive café before
returning to the shore.QBled Island, +386 (0)4 576 79 01, info@
blejskiotok.si, www.blejskiotok.si

Bled

An alpine fairytale come to life

I

f there was a tick sheet of things a tourist or traveller would want from a place based purely on aesthetics, it would probably run something
as such; big blue lake, idyllic island, iconic church, domineering castle atop a hill. Lake Bled has all of this, with the added bonus of the church
sitting proudly in the middle of the island. It is one of the most popular destinations in Slovenia, and for good reason.
As picturesque as a destination can be, Bled is one of the most striking Alpine resorts going and offers something for all manner of visitors, be
they old, young, those in search of activity or in search of relaxation. It truly is the dictionary definition of serenity. Slovenia’s only island is the
focal point, a small haven with the quaintest of churches dominating the scene. Learn about the history of time telling in the separate Bell Tower
before tasting some traditional Potica, a pastry nut roll with no end of fillings. Some 130m above the lake we find Bled Castle, the oldest in the
country keeping an ever-present protective watch over the lake.
Of course it is the lake that steals the show, with its glistening blue-green water that is clearer than it has any right to be. A 6km long path winds
around it, providing one of the most tranquil walks we’ve ever walked. There aren’t many more relaxing experiences than a slow stroll in the
sun as the Alpine mountains reflect off the picture-perfect water. Don’t be put off by the ever-growing numbers of tourists visiting, Lake Bled
deserves every single visitor it receives.

THE CHURCH OF THE MOTHER OF GOD ON THE LAKE
The most iconic feature of the most iconic attraction in the country, it
is the image of the church on the island that attracts so many curious
visitors to Bled and Slovenia every single year. Whilst the location of it
alone is reason enough to visit, the church itself is full of history and
legend. It started life as a small wooden chapel, before being expanded into a church and renovated on many occasions through the centuries. A most understated elegance underpins the interior, with the
Stations of the Cross predominantly showcased. The golden baroque
altar juxtaposes gracefully with the faded frescoes on either side of it.
It is the Wishing Bell that gets the most attention however, and the
story of its coming to be is a curious mix of fact and fiction. A lady, who
lived at Bled Castle, had the bell made from her jewellery after the
violent death of her husband. However, as the bell was being rowed
out to the island from the shore, a storm hit causing the boat and all
its contents (both human and decorative) to sink to the bottom of the
lake. She was devastated, so she moved to Rome and took up life in a
convent. When she died, the Pope was so devastated that he ordered
the building of another bell to be transported to Bled. Now, the story,
we aren’t sure, but it is a fact that the bell that rings out from the island
today was made in Rome. Purported to give luck to those who ring it,
it is a must-do when on the island.
VINTGAR GORGE
One of the most spectacular natural sights in Slovenia is hidden
away just north of Gorje and only 4km from Bled. The Vintgar Gorge,
known locally as Soteska Vintgar or Blejski Vintgar, was created during the last ice age when glacial movements forced the crystalline
waters of the Radovna river to the northeast, where it was able to
slowly cut its way through the limestone terrain, creating sheer canyon walls reaching heights of up to 100m.

bled by the nuMberS
Population (municipality): 8,130
Population (town): 4,537
Size: 72.3 km2
Municipal holiday: 10 April
Postcode: 4260
Mayor: Janez Fajfer
Known for: Slovenia’s only island
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Kranj
KHISLSTEIN CASTLE & THE MUSEUM OF GORENJSKA
A key element of Kranj’s magnificent medieval skyline and quite literally
an inseparable part of the town (as the complex’s lower section forms
part of the defensive walls), Khislstein Castle derives both its name and
Renaissance appearance from its 16th-century owner Janez Khisl. Historical records show that other fortifications were built on the same site
as early as the 5th century, while excavations of the castle’s foundations
have unearthed artefacts going all the way back to late Antiquity. More
recently the castle and its grounds were extensively renovated in 2012,
when the open-air summer theatre was built and the Museum of Gorenjska’s central exhibition was opened on the premises.
Titled Beautiful Gorenjska, the comprehensive and extremely wellpresented exhibition leads visitors on a journey from the geological formation of the region millions of years ago, through prehistoric
settlements, the arrival of Slavic tribes, development of Slovenes
as a distinct people, growth during the medieval and renaissance
periods, and concludes with modern Slovenia’s accession to the European Union. Special emphasis is given to several other important
areas such as the ethnology of rural life in the region, including both
the hardships faced and social triumphs, the notable individuals of
the 19th century, both World Wars and the Yugoslav era. The space of
the castle’s interior is used to maximum effect, and some interesting
and novel curatorial approaches make a visit here both fascinating
and informative. As such, the museum is great place to begin a first
trip to the region.QTomšičeva 42, tel. +386 (0)4 201 39 50, www.
gorenjski-muzej.si. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon.
KOKRA RIVER CANYON
While most visitors admire Kranj for the breathtaking panoramic
views of the mountains to the north, the first inhabitants chose to
settle here not for its natural beauty, but for the more practical reason that the 30m deep gorge immediately to the east provided a
significant defensive advantage. Carved into the colourful conglomerate sedimentary rock at the end of the most recent ice age, the lush
green canyon is home an extremely diverse collection of plants and
animals, and has been a protected natural site since 1983.
For those who would like to explore the area themselves, the most
easily accessible public entrance is next to the bridge on Poštna Ulica,
and the tourist office stocks a very informative brochure that includes
a maps as well as details about the areas flora and fauna, geological
history and the milling industry that flourished here until the early
20th century. During the summer months several rocky beaches
found along the riverbanks are popular destination for swimmers or
those just looking to escape the heat.

kranj

The capital of the Slovenian Alps

P

erched on a rocky promontory at the confluence of the Sava and Kokra rivers, the old town of Kranj has one of the most spectacular medieval skylines that you’ll likely ever see, with its three distinct church towers and an unreal backdrop of the Slovenian Alps rising up only a
few kilometres to the north. Not as well-known as Bled or as heavily trodden by tourists on Kranjska Gora, in most senses of the word Kranj
is still the true capital of the Gorenjska region, both historically speaking and nowadays, as it has long-served as one of the main industrial centres
of Slovenia and is also the country’s fourth largest city.
Thanks to its ideal position at the foothills of the mountains but also only a short commute (20km) to Ljubljana, Kranj is a popular place for young
families to settle down, as property prices are a bit more reasonable here than in the capital, and an abundance of shopping centres and other
modern conveniences have been built in recent years.
Of course it’s Kranj’s historic centre that is still the main draw for most tourists and daytrippers. Protected as a national cultural monument since 1983, the lively
old town boasts an variety of diverse sights, from religious monuments and ethnological museums to modern arts spaces and unique remnants from World
War II. For most Slovenes the city is inextricably linked with the nation’s greatest poet, France Prešeren, who lived and worked here in the mid-19th century.

PREŠEREN PRIZE WINNERS GALLERY
Since 1947 the Prešeren Awards have been given to Slovenia’s leading
artists on the national day of culture, which is on 8 February in commemoration of the great poet’s death, and are considered the highest national honour in the field of the arts. Some 140 works by past
winners of the so-called Grand Prešeren Award (given to two artists)
and the Prešeren Fund Award, also known as the Small Prešeren Award,
(given to up to six artists) are on display here at the municipal gallery
located in the labyrinthine 16th-century Pavšlar House. The premises
themselves are almost as interesting as the award-winning artwork,
with original frescoes, exposed wooden Renaissance ceilings, clay brick
floors and numerous other architectural embellishments. QGlavni
Trg 18, +386 (0)4 202 57 16, gpn@kranj.si, www.gpn.kranj.si. Admission free. Open 10:00-17:00, Sat 10:00-13:00, Closed Mon.
LAYER’S HOUSE
The one-time home of Kranj native and lifelong resident Leopold
Layer (1752-1828), a prolific Slovene painter, has recently been transformed into a beautiful multi-use arts space, which features a cool
café with sweeping views over the old town walls, a museum with
several permanent exhibitions, and even a few gorgeous residences
that are intended primarily by visiting artists but can also be hired by
tourists. The first-floor museum is divided into three parts, with one
room boasting walls covered in restored 19th-century frescoes, another showcasing an impressive collection of works by Layer himself,
while the third is devoted to the life and work of Janez Puhar, who
was a pioneer of early photography and is credited with inventing a
novel method of capturing images on glass in 1841. Elsewhere in the
house there is a small gift stocks some unique souvenirs, and there
is also additional space for workshops, lecture and other events.
QTomšičeva 32, +386 (0)31 37 92 37, info@layer.si, www.layer.si.
Open 09:00 - 23:00, Fry-Sat 09:00 - 24:00, Sun 16:00 - 24:00.

krAnj by the nuMberS
Population (municipality): 55,527
Population (city): 37,129
Size: 150.9 km2
Municipal holiday: 3 December
Postcode: 4000
Mayor: Boštjan Trilar
Known for: Kranjska klobasa sausage
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Ljubljana may be the present-day capital of Slovenia, but the nation’s historical soul can be found in the towns and countryside of the east, where
the Counts of Celje once competed with the House of Habsburg for regional supremacy, where Slovenia’s second largest city Maribor was one of
the major industrial centres of Yugoslavia, where Spa tourism first developed in the 19th century in Laško, where the noblemen of Žalec learned
to cultivate some of the world’s most prized hops. From the mountainous Solčavsko and Koroška regions in the north to Kozanjsko Regional Park
in the south to Prekmurje (arguably the country’s friendliest and most unique region) in the far east, find out more about eastern Slovenia’s rich
history, vibrant present and bright future.
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Celje
OLD CELJE CASTLE
Arguably the grandest castle in all of Slovenia, while it isn’t as completely restored as Ljubljana castle in the capital and doesn’t possess the breathtaking alpine cliff top location of that in Bled, its sprawling grounds, eventful
history, sweeping views over the city and surrounding countryside, and the
generally imposing appearance of its partially restored fortress walls and
towers are truly unique amongst any and all of its domestic rivals.
Originally built by the Heunburg family on the hills to the southeast of the
bustling medieval market town of Celje in either the late 12th or early 13th
centuries, it eventually came into the possession of the Lords of Sanneck in
1333, who became known as the Counts of Celje from 1341 onwards and
were the most important medieval aristocrats in the territory of presentday Slovenia. Over the next hundred years the Counts rebuilt, expanded
and greatly improved the castle and its grounds, however, when their rule
ended with the murder of the last male heir in 1456, the property was
bequeathed to the Habsburg monarchy in accordance with a previously
signed inheritance agreement.
Today the castle is the most visited tourist site in Celje with over 70,000
visitors per year, and is also popular with locals, especially during the
weekends and for weddings. The grounds are entered from a gate in the
southernmost fortifications, where there’s a fully-stocked branch of the
Celje Tourist Infomation Office and a little further along a pleasant café.
The central part of the site is dominated by the rebuilt Fredrick’s Tower and
an open air theatre, which is the main venue for the various performances
that take place during the summer long Living History medieval festival.
After crossing a wooden bridge over the one-time inner moat, you reach
the upper part of the castle, where most of the buildings are located and
where you’ll find mesmerising views of the city below and rolling hills and
valleys stretching to the alps in the distance. The entire grounds, including
some dozen or more sites, are well marked with informative signs giving
information and history in both Slovene and English.
To reach Celje’s old castle, take the first turn south of the main train station
passing under the tracks, cross the bridge and at the roundabout go right
and follow the signs up into the hills. While many people recommend
walking to the top, be aware that it’s a deceptively lengthy undertaking
(around 45 minutes) and the winding road is largely without pavement.
Alternatively, a taxi is only around €4 and for our money is a worthwhile
expense.QCesta na Grad 78, tel. +386 (0)3 544 36 90, tic@celje.si, tic.
grad@celje.si, www.grad-celje.com. Admission €4, which includes a
€1 discount at the café. Group tours starts, by prior arrangementstart
from €40 and last around 45 minutes.
CELEIA: A TOWN BENEATH TODAY’S TOWN
While the area of present-day Celje was first settled as far back as
the Iron Age between the 9th and 6th centuries BC, it first flourished

Celje

Where history comes alive

A

quaint central European town that proudly celebrates its long turbulent history and rich cultural heritage, with 50,000 inhabitants Celje is the third
largest city in Slovenia and an increasingly popular destination for both domestic and international tourists.
Over the past two millennia the city has seen its fair share of ups and downs. After becoming a boom town during Roman times, it was virtually
absent from the historical record until the 12th century, and then a regional powerhouse under the rule of the ill-fated Counts of Celje, only to take an
historical backseat again until its re-emergence during the 20th century.
Nowadays the city manages to perfectly blend its laid-back provincial spirit and wealth of cultural sights and activities, with modern development and
an ample selection of hotels, restaurants and shopping centres, as well as a flourishing arts scene and active nightlife.
The surrounding municipalities of Laško, Dobrna, Vojnik and Štore all compliment their larger neighbour with unique and varied attractions of their own.
From world-class health resorts and spas to charming tourist farms and idyllic hilltop villages, the region is brimming possibilities for visitors. Located less
than an hour’s drive from the capital Ljubljana, Celje and its surroundings are a weekend away just waiting to happen!

after being annexed by the Roman Empire and given the status of an
independent town during the 1st century AD. However, after several
hundred years the town had sunk back into relative obscurity by the
6th century. This long and rich history of settlement has left Celje
with quite an archaeological legacy, some of which can be viewed
on an underground tour through the cellars of the Princes Palace on
Trg Celjskih Knezov.QTrg celjskih Knezov 8, tel. +386 (0)3 428 09
50,+386 (0)41 622 907, info@pokmuz-ce.si, www.pokmuz-ce.si.
TOWN FOREST TREEHOUSE
Slovenia is one of the most forested nations in all of Europe, which
means that you’re never far from wooded nature – even if you’re in
the centre of the country’s third largest city. As part of the Forest
for Cities project, the municipality of Celje, in cooperation with the
Slovenian Forest Service, has opened a recreational and education
treehouse in the forest to the west of town on the south bank of
the Savinja river. In addition to the large tree house made entirely of
Douglas fir, there is a children’s playground, educational trails, exercise stations and dozens of benches. Entry to the treehouse is free of
charge, and it can also be rented for group events, with a capacity
of up to 30 people. To get there follow the marked path from Mestni Park.Q+386 (0)3 426 58 65. Open Wed 14:00 - 16:40, Sat-Sun
09:00 - 12:00, 14:00 - 17:00
ST MARY’S SHRINE
Standing in the middle of quaint cobblestoned Glavni Trg, the shrine
is one of the most intricate public monuments in the city. A golden
haloed Mary is atop a single central column, surrounded at the base
by three of her fellow saints: St Rocus, St Florian and St Joseph, who
are the patron saints against the plague, against fire and of families
and workers respectively. The structure was originally erected in the
16th century for rather more dubious purposes, namely as a shaming pillar to punish criminals and other petty offenders.QGlavni Trg.

celje by the nuMberS
Population (municipality): 48,682
Population (city): 37,490
Size: 95 km2
Postcode: 3000
Municipal holiday: 11 April
Mayor: Bojan Šrot
Known for: The Counts of Celje
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Žiče Monastery

ˇ ˇ Monastery
Zice

A timeless attraction at the end of a
tranquil valley

S

Slovenske konjice

An abundance of wine and culture

I

t’s called the city of flowers and wine, and there really is an abundance of both in Slovenske Konjice. The town regularly wins awards for its
public floral displays, including the gold medal in the pan-European Entente Florale competition. It has also won the Most Beautiful Excursion
Destination award from the Tourist Association of Slovenia for many years in row. And as for the wine - it lies near the wine-growing hills of
Škalce. This is vineyard country so be prepared to enjoy a glass or two.
Slovenske Konjice’s patron saint is George, known from the local legend as a hero who rode into town on a white horse, killed a horrifying
dragon and saved the people of Konjice from the beast’s intimidation. The name of the town is derived from the word “konj”, which is “horse” in
translation and the symbol of the town is a white horse, which you can also find on local coat of arms. The town is divided between the new
town centre (Mestni Trg or Town Square) and the old town (Stari Trg or Old Square) and is easy to navigate by foot. With the Slovenske Konjice
mountain on one side and the sunny golden hills of Škalce on the other, it’s in a charming location. It enjoys good weather too, with an average
summer temperature of around 28°C and at least 90 sunny days a year.
The town and its surrounding villages boast an abundance of cultural and arts events, from music and theatre to art exhibitions, literature and
poetry evenings, creating a lovely atmosphere throughout the year for visitors. More info can be found on the website of the tourist information centre or in person at their old town location, where you can also book tickets and shop for souvenirs.QTIC Slovenske Konjice, Stari trg 27,
+386 (0)51 444 141, info@tickonjice.si, tic.konjice.si
ZLATI GRIČ
This new winery covers the entire region to the east and is set amidst
beautiful countryside. Being new, everything is modern and state-of-theart. The grapes are used to cultivate vintage wines, and although this winery is new, the tradition for producing wine here dates back eight hundred
years. The winery is known for its high-quality red, white and sparkling
wines - you can try these in the huge tasting room. The wine cellar and
visitor centre are located at the lower end of the vineyards in a large modern building that is mostly underground. There’s also a restaurant within
an old vineyard cottage, in the middle of vineyards. And if you like golf
there’s a challenging 9-hole golf course surrounding the vineyards. If
you fall in love with the scenery as well as the wine, you can stay over. A
centuries-old villa in the middle of the vineyards offers three apartments

for rent. It looks like something from a painting or a movie and the rates
are remarkably cheap.QŠkalce 80, Slovenske Konjice, +386 (0)3 758 03
50, info@zlati-gric.si, www.zlati-gric.si
STARI GRAD
The Stari Grad (Old Castle in translation) is notable as one of the oldest
castles in Slovenia. Standing high on a hill above the town, it is in ruins but is still in good condition and is currently being restored. Dating
from the 12th century, it’s first inhabitants were the Lords of Konjice. In
1597 it passed into the hands of the Tattenbach family. When Prince
Windischgraetz became the owner in 1828, it was already in ruins. The
current restoration will ensure it doesn’t suffer from any more deterioration and it can retain its position as a landmark site.

erene, tranquil and fascinating. This is an important cultural monument and is a beautiful place to visit. Dating from 1165, the partially ruined
monastery sits in the St Janez Krstnik (St John the Baptist) valley, a short drive away from Slovenske Konjice, albeit one that requires passing
under the motorway twice. It is not only the oldest Carthusian monastery in Slovenia, but also the first to be built outside of France or Italy,
and also boasted one of the oldest pharmacies in Europe. In a beautiful location surrounded by rolling hills and forest, it attracts around 20,000
visitors a year. Although the monastery of brothers closed in the 18th century, the monks’ houses, dining room, kitchen and church remained.
The ruins that are left are remarkable, with towers, stone walls and exposed brickwork and renovation work is ongoing. Even the cathedral,
which has no roof and is overgrown with plants, is so impressive that it is still used for weddings. But, as lovely as the gothic arches and
round watch towers are, there’s much more to it than just a building. In summer, benches are set up in the middle of the main courtyard and
concerts are held here. It even has its own wine cellar featuring sparkling wines from the award-winning Zlati Grič winery. The monastery
shop is a treat too, selling medicinal herbs from the herb garden, elixirs and schnapps. The schnapps are mostly herbal (and so they’re good
for you!) but they also sell beer schnapps (aka pivo liker), which we’ve still never seen anywhere else.
Once an important centre of influence, the monastery was attacked during the Ottoman raids of 1531. After this its fortunes started to decline. It changed hands from the monks to the Jesuits of Graz and back to the Carthusians again before being abolished in 1782 by Emperor
Joseph II. The charterhouse fell into ruin and was owned by Prince Weriand of Windisch-Graetz and his family until the end of World War II. It
is now owned by the municipality of Slovenske Konjice.
The Carthusian order placed a great deal of importance in writing and creating texts and the main section of the monastery has an exhibition
of old manuscripts. There is a permanent exhibition in the restored upper section of the outbuilding. Here, you can learn about the history of
the charterhouse by taking your own tour with an audio guide or joining a pre-booked group. At the entrance to the monastery is the Gastuž
Inn (www.gastuz.si), which is not only the oldest inn on Slovenian territory, dating back to 1467, it is also one of the oldest still operating in
all of Central Europe.
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Southern Slovenia

It seems that in most countries the south has a reputation for being a bit more relaxed and going about life at an all together slower pace than the
north. And despite the fact that barely more than 100km separates Slovenia’s northern border with Austria from its southern border with Croatia,
the typical northern-southern stereotypes will be readily apparent here, even to first time visitors. Among the meandering rivers and seemingly
endless vineyard-covered hills, there is much to be discovered in Slovenia’s sleepy southern region, including the country’s most impressive arts
space in Kostanjevica, some of the world’s most impressive wine cellars in Bizeljsko, and one plucky village along the Kolpa river that was briefly an
independent republic in the waning days of the First World War.
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Brežice
POSAVJE MUSEUM BREŽICE (POSAVSKI MUZEJ BREŽICE)
The regional museum in Brežice Castle is the most logical place to start
if it’s your first trip to Posavje - not only does it give you a chance to see
the castle itself, but the well-presented and informative exhibits provide visitors with a comprehensive overview of the region in a variety
of areas, including history, ethnology, culture and art.
The first part of the collection is arranged chronologically beginning
with archaeological finds dating back to some 7000 years, moving
through the Bronze and Iron Ages, and finally arriving at the well-represented Romans and early Slavic settlements. Highlights include a large
collection of coins and weaponry (much of it coming from the Celtic
tribes that once controlled the area), some larger statues and busts,
and even several nearly complete skeletons.
The museum’s extensive ethnological collection is perhaps its most
interesting, especially for those planning to visit vineyards or tourist
farms. Dating from the 19th and 20th centuries, the collection consists of hundreds of everyday items used by farmers, winegrowers and
various specialised craftsmen. Other exhibitions are dedicated to the
peasant uprisings during the 16th century and the Reformation, and
contemporary history, which focuses largely on the Second World War.
In the west wing of the castle is the impressive History of Art collection, displaying paintings, sculptures and a handful of other items
from the 17th century onwards. Most of the works are by noted Slovene artists, and many of them were formerly owned by Posavje’s
wealthy aristocratic families. The exhibition begins with the Memorial Gallery of Franjo Stiplovšek, an accomplished painter, graphic
artist and the museum’s founding director in 1949.QCesta Prvih
Borcev 1, tel. +386 (0)7 466 05 17, +386 (0)7 466 05 16, pmb.
vodnik@guest.arnes.si. Open Mon-Fri 08:00-14:30, Sat-Sun
10:00-14:00. Closed 1 Jan, 1 Nov and 25 Dec. Admission €2.50
for adults, €1 for children.
WATER TOWER
Despite being a certifiable medieval town, Brežice’s most recognisable
landmark, and arguably it’s symbol, was not constructed until 1914.
Located at the crossroad of the old town’s oldest street (Ulica Stare
Pravde) and main entryway for vehicles (Bizeljsko Cesta) the unmistakable pink tower was built on the remains of the former defensive
walls, and is visible for kilometres in all directions - perhaps most notably for visitors it marks the town’s location from the motorway during the spring and summer when all other buildings are obscured by
thick foliage. Standing 46m high, the circular tower is topped by an
octagonal reservoir that takes its design from historic German towns,

ˇ
Brezice

The cultural capital of Posavje

T

hroughout its long turbulent history Brežice has always had something of a border town feel to it, which has been both a benefit and a drawback for those
who have called it home. Thanks to its strategic position along the so-called Military Frontier against the Ottomans, the Austrian empire took great pains
to secure and invest in the town - most notably with the construction of the massive defensive castle that still remains in excellent condition today and
houses both the Posavje Regional Museum and the incomparable Knight’s Hall, which is blanketed in 17th century Baroque murals and frescoes.
However, the border has also lead to certain hardships, first at the hands of the Turks, then the Germans during both World Wars, and finally after the dissolution
of Yugoslavia. While Zagreb and its million plus inhabitants are less than 30km away and literally within sight of Brežice’s higher points, the Schengen border
that sits in between still restricts the free flow of people in both directions, despite Croatia’s accession to the EU in 2013.
Nature too has treated the town with fickle hands. While the name Brežice is derived from the Slovene word ‘breg’, meaning (river) bank - which itself was taken
from the original German name for the city, Rein - the Sava river long ago changed course and left the old town and the formerly waterfront buildings along
the west side of Cesta Prvih Borcev looking peculiarly high and dry. But Mother Nature has also been quite generous with the area, blessing it with many unique
attractions, and all in all, Brežice offers visitors a wealth of historical, natural and modern sights that simply cannot be found anywhere else.

Knight’s Hall

and is the only structure of its kind in Slovenia save for a similar tower
in Kranj. Originally built out of the necessity of pumping water across a
flat town, modern technology has long since taken over gravity’s role
in waterworks, and the tower is currently only used for a café on the
ground floor - although various proposals have been tabled for how to
make better use of the premises.QUlica Stare Pravde.
JOVSI AND DOBRAVA
Designated as one of Slovenia’s four Natura 2000 sites (a Europe-wide
network of protected natural heritage locations), Jovsi and Dobrava are
actually two separate ecological areas divided by the Dobova- Župelevec
road and centred around the picturesque hilltop village of Kapele, some
6km north of Brežice. Jovsi is a grassy floodplain located between the
Sotla river and the Kapelske Gorice hill, which was regularly covered with
water in the years before the Sotla was controlled - in fact, its name is
taken from the German ‘Jauchsee’. Today its marshy waterlogged meadows are home to a stunning variety of plants and animals, most notably
80 different species of birds, including the endangered corncrake.
On the other side of the hill, Dobrava is a lowland oak and hornbeam
forest intersected by countless small streams. Like Jovsi it is also home
to a wide variety of flora and fauna, such the black stork, collard flycatcher, middle spotted woodpecker and even the rare Ural owl.
Together Jovsi and Dobrava cover nearly 3000 hectares, and are
open to visitors year-round. Guided tours to both sites can be arranged though the visitor information centre opposite the church
in Kapele. At the centre visitors can watch a short English language
video about the sites, take part in some interactive exhibitions and
of course pick up brochures and other literature. The bird-watching
tower at the edge of Jovsi is a 1km walk downhill from the visitor centre.QKapele 20, tel. +386 (0)7 452 30 13, dusan.klenovsek@zrsvn.
si, www.zrsvn.si/life. Open by prior arrangement. Admission free.

touriSt inforMAtion centre
Located right in the centre of the old town, Brežice’s main tourist office is packed virtually floor to ceiling with books, brochures,
leaflets and guides to the various sights and activities in and around
the town, as well as info about what to see and do elsewhere in the
Posavje region. Not everything is in English, especially when it comes
to material not produced by the municipality, but someone from the
helpful staff will gladly answer any questions you may have.QCesta
Prvih Borcev 22, tel. +386 (0)7 496 69 95, +386 (0)64 130 082
info@discoverbrezice.com, www.discoverbrezice.com
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KOLPA KRAJINSKI PARK
The Kolpa Krajinski Park covers the over 4300 hectares of diverse natural landscapes along the Kolpa river in the southernmost reaches of the
Črnomelj municipality. Stretching from the settlement of Fučkovci (yes
that is the actual name, and yes there is a sign you can take your photo
in front of) in the east to the town of Stari Trg ob Kolpi in the west, the
park includes the Veliko Bukovje hills between Adlešiči and Vinica as
well as the eastern edges of the vast Kočevje forests.
Beyond simply protecting the natural heritage of the area, one of the
main aims of the park is to promote and preserve the cultural heritage
and traditional way of life or the local people in environmentallyfriendly and sustainable ways. In addition to the various natural sights
for tourists to visit, there are many well-marked cycling and hiking
routes, an educational path devoted to beekeeping, an ethnological
museum at Šokčev Dvor, organised adventure tours, and of course
plenty of opportunities to enjoy the warm water of the Kolpa river.
First established on the initiative of the local administration in Črnomelj
in 1998, the park has been given further protection and support by the
Slovenian state since 2006.Q+386 (0)7 356 52 40, info@kp-kolpa.
si, www.kp-kolpa.si

Bela krajina

A truly unique corner of the
country

L

ocated in the far southeastern corner of the country and comprised of the three modern-day municipalities of Metlika, Črnomelj and Semič,
Bela Krajina is one of Slovenia’s most culturally distinctive regions. This may have something to do with the fact that although it’s only
some 100km away from the capital Ljubljana, the Kočevski Rog mountains have historically separated it from the rest of Slovenia, while its
proximity to Croatia just across the slow meandering waters of the Kolpa river have also meant a large influence from the south. Add to this the
somewhat daunting journey times on public transport (slow moving trains can take nearly three hours to reach Metlika from Ljubljana), and
it’s easy to see why the good people of the Bela Krajina, or so-called Belokrajnci, have more or less been left to their own devices till this day.
It may be well off the tourist map, but the region of White Carniola, as the name translates to in English, is one of our favourite places in Slovenia
to head for a relaxing weekend and well-worth the effort it takes to reach. While we usually spend our time there visiting with friends, eating
homecooked meals with their families and drinking copious amounts of local wine and schnapps, visitors who aren’t lucky enough to know
anyone in the region will still find the people as friendly and welcoming as any in the country, and will be spoilt for choice when it comes to
things to see and do – from lazily floating down the river on inner tubes, exploring the area on well-marked bike paths, or experiencing one of
several major cultural events.

LAHINJA KRAJINSKI PARK
Located in the heart of Bela Krajina, the Lahinja Krajinski Park is a protected area covering the first 7km of the Lahinja river in the valley just
south of Dragatuš. Lovers of nature, history and rural customs can easily
spend the better part of a day exploring the area on foot (or a bit less by
bike). The park contains several interesting archeological sites, including the remains of some of the most important Neolithic and Copper
Age settlements in Slovenia, as well as a somewhat eerie prehistoric
village near Pusti Gradec.
Of the many ethnological points of interest in the park, the highlights
for us are the Klepec mill and sawmill, which is little changed since the
17th century and quite amazingly still functions, and the tiny village
of Veliki Nerajec, where friendly locals will happily show you around
and likely treat you to some buckwheat potica (a local speciality). You
won’t be the first person impressed by the village and hospitality of
the locals, as the place won a European award for countryside development in 2000.
With two separate nature reserves, natural sights are the main attraction for most visitors, and the southern portion of the park has some
lovely pastures and forests to walk through on the way to the source of
the Lahinja near the village of Belčji Vrh. The park also include a portion
of the Oton Župančič Path, which runs from Dragatuš all the way to
the famous poet’s birth house and museum in Vinica and offers the

possibility of extending your walk or ride all the way to the Kolpa. Q
+386 (0)7 305 65 30, info@ric-belakrajina.si, www.belakrajina.si
VINOMER BIRCH TREES
Although Bela Krajina’s famous birch trees are not as abundant as
they were centuries ago, when the region was given its name in part
because of the vast white forests that grew here, there are still areas
covered with them. The most popular spot to view the trees (which
are called breza in Slovene) is along the road between Metlika and
Drašiči, where the sight of the thin white trunks is made all the more
intense by the sea of pillowy green ferns that blanket the entire area.
These can grow as high as 2m, but when they’re cut in the late summer each year it looks almost like a golf course. The forest is part of
Metlika’s protected Natura 2000 site, and is also home to several interesting plant and animal species including Ural Owl.
BELA KRAJINA HIKING AND CYCLING PATHS
The varied landscape of Bela Krajina offers some great opportunities
for hiking and cycling, and the local tourist offices have produced
some excellent free guides detailing over a dozen specific routes that
can be covered both on foot or by bike, and can also provide info
on renting bikes. The very useful 3-D maps make reading the lay of
the land easy, and each route has a lengthy description of the sights
and attractions to watch out for along the way, as well as technical
info about the length, difficulty and average duration of the trips. The
most popular cycling routes for tourists are unsurprisingly those that
follow along the Kolpa river, although we are personally fond of the
paths that follow the seemingly endless vineyards running along the
edge of the valley east of Črnomelj all the way to Semič and beyond.
Hikers also have a wide variety of paths to choose from, and organised hikes take place throughout the year. Q www.belakrajina.si

touriSt inforMAtion centre
The tourist information centre located inside Črnomelj’s castle
also serves as the main info point for the Bela Krajina region,
and actually pulls triple duty as the official centre for the entire
destination of the Kolpa river. In other words, if you can’t get
the info or answers you’re looking for here, then you might as
well stop looking. In addition to piles of useful maps, brochures
and booklets, there’s also a small gift shop with the most typical traditional crafts. QTrg Svobode 3, +386 (0)7 30 56 530,
info@ric-belakrajina.si, www.belakrajina.si
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The west of Slovenia is the country’s most geographically diverse region. From the highest peaks in Triglav National Park, along the mysterious
turquoise waters of the Soča river and the ghosts of the First World War, past the fertile wine growing districts of Goriška Brda, Vipava Valley, Kras
and Slovenska Istra, to picture-perfect Venetian towns and modern beach resorts on the shores of the Mediterranean, Primorska (as it is historically known in Slovene) boasts a dizzying array of historical, cultural, culinary, and natural attractions. All this and we haven’t even mentioned the
incredible sights that can be found in Škocjan, Postojna, Cerknica, Idrija and elsewhere a bit further inland.
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Piran
1ST OF MAY SQUARE (PRVOMAJSKI TRG)
The administrative centre of Piran until the 13th century, these
days it stands in stark contrast to the glistening Tartinijev Trg only a
couple hundred metres away: scruffy and an unkempt with the odd
clump of grass poking up between stones and more than one façade unintentionally revealing brick walls beneath crumbling layers
of paint, in other words, perfect. In addition to several restaurants,
art galleries and a great little wine bar, a large stone cistern elevates
nearly half the square a metre off the ground and serves as a stage
for various music, dance and theatre performances during the summer. Flanking the stairs leading up to the now dormant wells are
two allegorical statues representing Law and Justice, both of which
are obligingly photogenic.
TARTINI SQUARE (TARTINIJEV TRG)
Already arguably the most impressive square in Slovenia, all debate
was put to rest in 2008 when it was transformed into a pedestrianonly zone with outdoor cafés taking the place of parked cars. Fronted
by two large neo-Renaissance buildings on one side and a mélange
of smaller buildings of varying architectural styles on the other, the
square itself is younger than almost all of them, having been part of
Piran’s harbour until it was filled in in 1884. The square’s inner oval was
given its distinctive shape when it served as the terminus for an electric
railway that connected Piran to Portorož and Lucija until 1953, while its
white marble surface was something of a posthumous gift to the late
Tartini in 1992 on what would have been his 300th birthday. In addition to lending his name, the great composer is also represented in the
square by a very photogenic statue standing near its centre.
ST GEORGE CATHEDRAL
Watching over the town and visible from nearly every open space is
the massive cathedral dedicated to Piran’s patron saint, the dragon
slaying young knight from Capadoccia, George. Legend has it that
towards the end of the 16th century the cathedral fell into a state
of disrepair, which was so troubling that the Saint George himself
made an appearance in order to motivate the citizenry to undertake the necessary renovations, and even blinded a sceptical mayor
to show he meant business. True or not, the cathedral saw some
major renovations shortly thereafter, including the addition of a
nearly 50m bell tower, which is a scale copy of the San Marco Campanile in Venice. Throw in some stunning views of both the city and
the sea and you have the makings for one of the most impressive
churches in Slovenia.QAdamičeva 6.

Piran

Slovenia‘s prettiest town

P

iran is to the Adriatic what Bled is to the Alps and Slovenia as a whole is to Central Europe: tiny, friendly and overwhelmingly picturesque. It’s a town that
is almost impossible not to fall in love with on your first visit, and if you only have time for a day trip you’ll likely want to make plans to return. Despite
it’s modest size Piran is awash in superlatives. It boasts what is undeniably the country’s finest square, the 19th-century Tartinijev Trg named after the
composer Giuseppe Tartini, and what has to be one of the most dramatically situated churches anywhere in Europe, St George Cathedral and its spectacular
bell tower perched on the hill overlooking the town and the sea. In addition, its numerous restaurants not only turn out some of the best seafood we’ve ever
eaten, but also serve it in some equally unforgettable settings.
Metre for metre this petite Venetian port can hold its own against anyone, including the imperial capital just over the horizon that was responsible for much
of its fortune through the salt trade. In fact, it’s commonly said that the town was built on salt. Piran does have the same kind of open-air museum feel to it
as Venice, only on a much much smaller scale. However, once you venture from the heavily trafficked waterfront and central square down the narrow back
streets, the crumbling façades of ancient villas, freshly-laundered clothes hanging from windows overhead and the odd overgrown garden let you know that
Piran should not be mistaken for some manufactured cultural Disneyland - the charms are real and, yes, people do actually live here.

TOWN HALL
The modern town hall dominates the northern end of Tartinijev Trg
and is the administrative centre of the Municipality of Piran, which
includes the nearby towns of Portorož, Strunjan and Lucija. It was
originally built by the Venetians shortly after their arrival at the end
of the 13th century, but was torn down in 1877 and rebuilt in a more
contemporary style. Several statues and coats of arms that adorned
the original building are on display in the atrium.QTartinijev Trg 2.
VENETIAN HOUSE
One of the best examples of Gothic Venetian architecture in Piran, the unmistakeable palace was built in the middle of the 15th century and is the
oldest residence still standing on Tartinijev Trg. According to local legend
it was commissioned by a wealthy Venetian merchant in order to prove
strength of his love to a beautiful young Piranese girl and win over the less
than supportive townspeople. We don't want to ruin the ending for you,
but they can probably fill you in on the details if you ask at the Piranske
Soline gift shop that now occupies the ground floor. Q Tartinijev Trg 4
TARTINI HOUSE
Originally going by the name ‘Casa Pizagrua’ this somewhat modest
palace next to St Peter’s Church on the eastern side Tartinijev Trg was
the birthplace of the composer - and namesake of roughly half of Piran - Giuseppe Tartini. It underwent extensive renovations in the late
1980s and is now home to the main offices of the Italian Community
in Piran. There is also a small museum on the first floor displaying,
among other things, one of the master’s violins, his death mask and
various letters, manuscripts and scores.Q Tartinijev Trg 7.

touriSt inforMAtion centre
Boasting perhaps the best address of any tourist information
centre in Slovenia, TIC Piran has the privilege of calling the
ground floor of the town’s gleaming white Venetian town hall on
Tartini Square home. While the interior is on a bit more humble
scale than the façade would suggest, there’s a huge selection
books, brochures, maps, flyers and more from seemingly every
tourist-oriented venue on the coast and beyond. But don’t worry,
the cheerful staff manning the counter can help you make sense
of it all.QTartinijev Trg 2, tel. +386 (0)5 673 44 40, fax +386 (0)5
673 44 41, ticpi@portoroz.si, www.portoroz.si. Open 09:0021:00 (summer), 09:00-17:00 (winter).
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WesternValley
Vipava
Slovenia
VIPAVA
While the real draw to the Vipava Valley may be the natural scenery,
local food and wine, visitors should make time for the town itself – as
both a base for further exploration and a pleasant spot to enjoy a leisurely walk or coffee. With a population of around 2,000, Vipava was
first settled in pre-Roman times, and then passed around among empires, kingdoms and principalities for much of its history. At the end
of WWII it moved from Italian control to Yugoslavia, and thus became
part of independent Slovenia in 1991.
While the main square boasts the ever popular Vinoteka Vipava, visitors
would also be well-served dropping by the nearby the Lanthieri Mansion. This splendid baroque building in Venetian style was built in the
late 17th century by local aristocrats, the Counts Lanthieri, who played
a key role in the development of local wine production. The property
was nationalized after WWII, during which it was heavily damaged, and
handed over to the Vipava Municipality after Slovenian independence.
Since 2013 the renovated building has been used by the University of
Nova Gorica. The mansion stands over the Vipava River, with several of
the town’s nearly two dozen bridges incorporated into its architecture.
Nearby the mansion is Lanthieri Park, which, although no longer in its
original condition, still plays an important role in the town, and many of
the putti (cherub) statues that sat in the garden now line the road beside the main market. In the nearby cemetery visitors can see Egyptian
sarcophagi.Qwww.izvirna-vipavska.si
VINOTEKA VIPAVA
The combined tourist information centre and wine shop on Vipava’s
main square is probably the best place for first-time visitors to begin a
day of wine tasting in the Vipava Valley. When you enter the building
the information centre is through the doors to the left and is stocked
with all manner of brochures, business cards and maps, as well as an
assortment of local souvenirs. On the opposite side of the hall is a small
modern tasting room with around 200 wines from the region. The
knowledgeable staff will gladly make recommendations and help you
plan your itinerary through the valley - if you don’t have time to visit
every winery on your list, all bottles can also be purchased for prices
similar to those the vineyards. In a room to the back you can watch
a brief 15 minute film, which, unintentional comedy aside, will give
you a good overview of the valley’s history and long-standing viticulture tradition. QGlavni Trg 1, +386 (0)5 368 70 41, tic.vipava@siol.
net, www.izvirna-vipavska.si. Open 09:00-18:00, Sat 09:00-14:00.
Closed Sun. From July – Sept open every day from 09:00 – 19:00.

vipava valley

A windswept valley of surprises

W

hile the valley stretches only some two dozen kilometres, from the imposing Mt Nanos in the east to the city of Nova Gorica in the west, its
unique location at the confluence of several different climate zones gives rise to no less than five distinct micro-regions: the Lower Vipava, Middle Vipava, Upper Vipava, Vipava Hills and Branica Valley. While the effects of this varied geography is clear even to first-time visitors, with plants
like figs and palm trees growing at one end of the valley but not the other, the region’s most notable feature is the Bora (or Burja in Slovene) wind, which
gusts down from Mt Nanos at speeds exceeding 200 km/h. The wind is strongest during the wintertime, and is the reason why the buildings in villages
are built so close together and roofs are piles with stones - it also often leads to the closure of the motorway. However, far from being an inconvenience,
the valley’s 20,000 plus inhabitants seem to revel in their constant battle with the forces of nature, and have been rewarded with some of the finest wine
making conditions in the world. In particular, Zelen and Pinela are two interesting indigenous varietals which are a must try, and as is so often the case,
where there is great wine there is also great food and the valley does not disappoint. Culinary highlights in the region include: Jota (a rich sauerkraut or
pickled turnip, bean and pork soup), štruklj (cheese or walnut filled dumplings) and burja (cured meats and cheeses).

AJDOVŠČINA
This historic town of Ajdovščina is the cultural and economic centre of
the picturesque Vipava Valley. Settlement in the area dates back as far
as 2000 BC with present day Ajdovščina built on the site of the Roman
village of Castra - the well preserved Roman walls and tower on the
eastern edge of town provide a glimpse into the areas ancient past.

Ajdovščina is also rich in cultural heritage, indeed two of Slovenia’s
most prominent artists, Veno Pilon and Anton Čebej, hail from the
town. Pilon’s works are displayed in town at the brightly coloured gallery named after the artist, whilst Čebej’s baroque masterpieces can
be viewed in St John’s Church (cerkev sv. Janeza Krstnika). There is also
plenty to do and see around Ajdovščina, not least some wonderful
natural sights like the source of the Hubelj river which cascades out of
the rock face north of town.
DVOREC ZEMONO & GOSTILNA PRI LOJZETU
Dvorec Zemono, or Zemono Castle, is an exquisite 17th century Palladian
building in the village of Zemono, between Vipava and Ajdovščina. As
well as the splendid architecture and frescoes the site offers truly stunning views of the vineyards and peach trees in valley, and is one of the
popular settings for weddings in the country. The building is open to the
public, with free guided tours, but also attracts many visitors because it
is home to Gostilna Pri Lojzetu. With its roots in a family business that
opened at the end of the 19th century, the restaurant has been at its current location, and source of it’s more common name, Dvorec Zemono,
for more than ten years. Chef Tomaž Kavčič is a member of the founding
family, and is known for his take on Slow Food. There are à la carte, set
meal and tasting menu options, with many innovative approaches to
traditional dishes. While not cheap, a meal at Dvorec Zemono is sure to
be a memorable experience in beautiful surroundings.Q+386 (0)5 368
70 07, www.zemono.si, zemono@zemono.si
NANOS PLATEAU
Dominating the landscape in all directions, Nanos is a karst plateau that
overlooks the Postojna basin and Vipava wine region, and the area is
justly famous for the hiking opportunities it provides. A good start for
such walks is the village of Razdrto, with Pleša Peak being the focus
of many people’s visits, due to the stunning views that can be had at
1,262m. Allow around two hours for a walk to the peak from the village, along a marked path of moderate difficulty. Near Pleša you may
consider stopping at Vojko lodge, one of the control points on the Slovenian Mountain Hiking Trail, which was established in the 1950s as the
first such trail in Europe.QVojkova Koča, Nanos 11, +386 51 373 900,
vojkova.koca@pdpostojna.si
CYCLING IN VIPAVA
With its great natural beauty, many vineyards and picturesque roads and
trails winding through the hills, it’s no wonder that Vipava is gaining a reputation as one of the best places for cycling in Slovenia. Nanos plateau in
particular also offers a variety of routes within a small area, from steep hills
to flat terrain, and through open countryside and forests, suitable for both
mountain and road cyclists, as well as those who simply want to pedal
and enjoy the view. One popular route is from Podanos village up to Vojko
lodge and then back down into the valley. For those seeking less of a challenge on two wheels, I recommend the roads around Abram Tourist Farm.
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Restaurants

Top 100
Restaurants
As one of the major cultural, geographical and historical crossroads in Europe (or anywhere else in the world for that matter), it should come as no
surprise that Slovene cuisine features an eclectic mix of flavours and tastes, generally combining the best aspects of Mediterranean, Central European
and Balkan culinary traditions. In recent years the country’s gastronomic scene has begun to truly flourish as it further develops and embraces this
unique heritage, making it an especially exciting time to be a gourmand in Slovenia. Our list of the Top 100 restaurants in the country focuses primarily
on those offering traditional and modern Slovene cuisine, while a handful of international establishments have also made the cut.
CENTRAL SLOVENIA
CUBOQŠmartinska 55, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 521 15 15,
info@cubo-ljubljana.com
DVOR JEZERŠEKQZgornji Brnik 63, Cerklje na Gorenjskem,
+386 (0)4 252 94 00, gostinstvo@jezersek.si
HARFAQKoprska 98, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 423 2411,
info@harfa-restavracija.si
HIŠA KULINARIKE MANNAQEipprova 1a, Ljubljana, +386
(0)5 992 23 08, info@kulinarika-manna.si
HOTEL CUBOQHotel Cubo, Slovenska 15, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1
425 60 00, reception@hotelcubo.com
GOSTILNA ASQČopova 5a, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 425 88 22,
gostilna.as@siol.net
GOSTILNA NA GRADUQGrajska planota 1, Ljubljana, +386
(0)8 205 19 30, leon@nagradu.si
GOSTILNA MIHOVECQZgornje Pirniče 54, Medvode, +386
(0)1 362 30 60, gostilna.mihovec@siol.net
GOSTILNA SKARUČNAQSkaručna 20, Vodice, +386 (0)1 832
30 80, gostilna@skarucna.si
GOSTILNA REPNIKQVrhpolje 186, Kamnik, +386 (0)1 839 12
93, info@gostilna-repnik.si
GOSTILNA ČUBRQKriž 53, Komenda, +386 (0)1 834 11 15,
info@gostilna-cubr.com
GOSTIŠČE GRIČQŠentjošt na Horjulom 24d, +386 (0)1 754 01
28, info@gric.si, www.gric.si
MAXIMQTrg Republike 1, Ljubljana, +386 (0)51 285 335,
maxim@mercator.si
MONSTERA BISTROQGosposka 9, +386 (0)40 431 123,
www.monstera.si
JBQMiklošičeva 19, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 430 70 70, info@jb-slo.com
KRALJ ŽARAQTrubarjeva 52, +386 (0)1 232 09 90,
restaurant@kraljzara.si, restaurant.kraljzara.si
LUDAQPoljanska 11, +386 (0)51 761 294, info@luda.si, www.luda.si
PEN KLUBQTomšičeva 12, Ljubljana, +386 (0) 1 2514 160,
eva.maria.miklic@gmail.com
PR'NONIQCesta v Gorice 1, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 242 58 20,
nona@copia.si
PRI LEVUQVVošnjakova 1, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 308 7600,
info@prilevu.si
PRI PLANINSKEM ORLUQStahovica 20, Stahovica, +386 (0)1
83 25 410, info@priorlu.si
RESTAVACIJA EVERGREENQSmlednik 200, Smlednik, +386

(0)41 366 249, evergreen@kaval-group.si
SHAMBALAQKriževniška 12, Ljubljana, +386 (0) 31 843 833,
info@shambala.si
SLON 1552QNazorjeva 5, +386 (0)1 470 11 81,
sales@hotelslon.com, www.hotelslon.com
SMREKARJEV HRAMQNazorjeva 2, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 308
1907, info@smrekarjevhram.si
SUSHIMAMAQWolfova 12, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 425 04 55,
romeo.plus@siol.net
STRELECQGrajska Planota 1, Ljubljana, +386 (0)8 384 31 42,
strelec@kaval-group.si
ŠPAJZAQGornji trg 28, Ljubljana, + 386 (0)1 425 30 94,
info@spajza-lj.si
VALVAS'ORQStari Trg, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 425 04 55,
info@valvasor.net
VANDERQKrojaška 6-8, Ljubljana, +386 (0)1 200 90 00,
info@vanderhotel.com

NORTHERN SLOVENIA
BLED CASTLE RESTAURANTQGrajska Cesta, +386 (0)4 620
34 44, sales@jezersek.si, www.jezersek.si
HOTEL BRDOQPredoslje 39, Kranj, +386 (0)4 260 15 00,
hotel.brdo@gov.si
LECTAR INN QLinhartov Trg 2, +386 (0)45 37 48 00,
info@lectar.com, www.lectar.com
KUNSTELJQGorenjska cesta 9, Radovljica, +386 (0)453 15 178,
kunstelj@siol.net
GOSTILNA KRIŠTOFQPredoslje 22, Kranj, +386 (0)4 234 10
30, kristof@siol.net
GOSTILNA PR´ BIZJAKQZgornja Bela 20, Preddvor, +386 4
2555 600, gostilna.bizjak@siol.net
GOSTIŠČE TULIPANQAlpska cesta 8, Lesce, +386 (0)4 537 88
00, info@tulipan-azman.si
OŠTARIJA PEGLEZ'NQCesta svobode 19a, Bled, +386 (0)4 574 42 18
PENZION LIPAQKoroška ulica 14, Kranjska Gora, +386 (0)4 582
00 00, info@penzion-lipa.si
PR MATIČKUQJezerska cesta 41, Kranj, +386 (0) 4234 33 60,
prmaticku@gmail.com
RESTAVRACIJA 1906 BLEDQKolodvorska cesta 33, Bled,
+386 (0)4 575 26 10, info@hoteltriglavbled.si
RESTAVRACIJA BRIONIQKoroška cesta 10, Kranj, +386 (0)4

201 07 50, brioni@t-2.net
RESTAVRACIJA GRAD LAMBERGHQDvorska vas 37 a, Begunje
na Gorenjskem, +386 (0)8 200 50 00, info@hotel-lambergh.com,
RESTAVRACIJA OKARINAQLjubljanska cesta 8, Bled, +386
(0)4 574 14 58, leo@okarina.com
RESTAVRACIJA PANORAMAQCesta svobode 12, Bled, +386
(0)4 579 12 75, panorama@hotelibled.com
RESTAVRACIJA VILA BELLAQSr. Bela 1b, Preddvor, +386 (0)4
255 91 00, restavracija.vilabella@gmail.com
SKIPASSQKoroška ulica 14 c, Kranjska Gora, +386 (0) 4582
1000, info@skipasstravel.si
VILA PODVINQMošnje 1, Radovljica, +386 (0)8 384 34 70,
info@vilapodvin.si
VILA BLEDQCesta svobode 26, Bled, +386 (0)4 575 37 10,
vilabled@gov.si

EASTERN SLOVENIA
GOSTILNA FRANCLQZagrad 77, Celje, +386 (0) 3 492 6460,
peter.zaversek@siol.net.
GOSTILNA GASTUŽQŠpitalič 9, Loče, +386 (0)3 752 37 00,
rezervacije@gastuz.si
GOSTILNA NA GRIČUQCesta Maksa Kavčiča 2, Sveta Trojica v
Slov. Goricah, +386 (0)2 729 23 56, info@gostilnanagricu.com
GOSTILNA K ROTUNDIQSelo 30a, Prosenjakovci, +386 (0)2
544 10 35, info@krotundi.com
GOSTILNA MILLENIUMQZg. Hoče 64, Hoče, +386 (0)2 618 17 14,
GOSTILNA PRI LEŠNIKUQDupleška cesta 49, Maribor, +386
(0)2 471 23 22, gostilna.lesnik@siol.net
GOSTILNA RAJHQBakovci, Soboška ulica 32, Murska Sobota,
+386 (0)2 543 90 98, info@rajh.si
GOSTILNA ŠIKERQMočna 7, Pernica, +386 (0) 2 720 6921,
info@siker.si
GOSTILNA ŠEMPETERQBistrica ob Sotli 76, Bistrica ob Sotli,
+386 (0) 51 620 011, sreco@sem5er.com
GOSTILNA TONČEKQPanonska 27, Beltinci, +386 (0)2 542 22
90, info@gostilna-toncek.si
GOSTILNA TRAMŠEKQŽerovinci 25 b, Ivanjkovci, +386 (0)2
719 40 97, info@gostilnatramsek.si
HIŠA RADUHAQLuče 67, Luče, +386 (0)31 645 758,
info@raduha.com
HOTEL EVROPAQKrekov trg 4, Celje, +386 (0) 3 426 9000,
info@hotel-evropa.si
PAVUS GRAD TABORQCesta na Svetino 23, Laško, +386 (0)3
620 07 23, info@pavus.si
RESTAVRACIJA AMONQOlimje 24, Podčetrtek, +386 (0)3 818
24 80, info@amon.si
RESTAVRACIJA MAKQOsojnikova 20, Maribor, +386 (0)2 620
00 53, info@restavracija-mak.si
ROŽMARINQGosposka 8, Maribor, +386 (0)41 60 19 61,
restavracija@rozmarin.si
SEDEMQCafova 7, +386 (0)2 621 14 12, info@sedem.si, sedem.si
ŠTAJERSKA HIŠA KULINARIKEQGočova 38 a, Sveta Trojica,
+386 (0)51 370 676, rezervacije@shk.si
VILA HERBERSTEIN QKopališka 1, +386 (0)3 896 1400,
info@vilaherberstein.si, vilaherberstein.si

SOUTHERN SLOVENIA
BOHEJAQBelokranjska cesta 24a, Novo mesto, +386 (0)59 01
06 74, info@boheja.si
DOMAČIJA JAVORNIKQKrka 127, Krka, +386 (0) 31 739 771,
info@kayak.si
GOSTILNA RAKARQGorenje ponikve 8, Trebnje, +386 (0)7
346 61 90, info@rakar.si
GOSTILNA REPOVŽQŠentjanž 14, Šentjanž, +386 (0)7 818 56
61, info@gostilna-repovz.si
GOSTILNA VOVKOQRatež 48, Brusnice, +386 (0)7 308 56 03,
info@gostilna-vovko.si
GOSTILNA ŽOLNIRQKrška cesta 4, Kostanjevica na Krki, +386
(0)7 498 71 33, sevsek.simona@siol.net
OŠTERIJA DEBELUHQTrg izgnancev 7, Brežice, +386 (0)7 496
10 70, jure@debeluh.si
RESTAVRACIJA GRAD OTOČECQGrajska cesta 2, Otočec ob
Krki, +386 (0)7 384 89 09, otocec@relaischateaux.com,
RESTAVRACIJA OŠTARIJAQSokolski trg 2, Dolenjske Toplice,
+386 (0)51 262 990, jernej.jarc@ostarija.si
WESTERN SLOVENIA
CASA NOSTROMOQTomšičeva 24, Piran, +386 (0)30 200 000,
piranjein@gmail.com
GORDIAQKolomban 13, Ankaran, +386 (0)5 651 3085, vino@gordia.si
GOSTILNA ZA GRADOM “RODICA”QKraljeva 10, Koper,
+386 (0)5 628 55 05
GOSTILNA DOMAČIJA ŠAJNAQŠepulje 33, Sežana, +386
(0)5 764 10 96, domacija.sajna@gmail.com
GOSTILNA MAHORČIČQRodik 51, Kozina, +386 (0)5 6 800
400, ksenija.mahorcic@gmail.com
GOSTILNA PRI LOJZETUQDvorec Zemono, Vipava, +386 (0)5
368 70 07, zemono@zemono.si
GOSTILNA RAVBARQDol pri Vogljah 5, Dutovlje, +386 (0)5
734 61 80, gostilna.ravbar@siol.net
GOSTILNA ŽEJAQOzeljan 32, 5261 Šempas, +386 (0)5 308 84
59, zeja@siol.net
HIŠA FRANKOQStaro selo 1, Kobarid, +386 (0)5 389 41 20,
info@hisafranko.com
KLINEC PLEŠIVOQPlešivo 51b, 5212 Dobrova, +386 (0)41 359 253
MAJERIJAQSlap 18, 5271 Vipava, +386 (0)41 405 903,
info@majerija.si
OKREPČEVALNICA RUJQDol pri Vogljah 16, Dutovlje, +386
(0)5 734 17 20, peter.patajac@gmail.com
RESTAVRACIJA DAMQUlica Vinka Vodopivca 24, Nova Gorica,
+386 (0)5 333 11 47, info@restavracija-dam.si
RESTAVRACIJA GRAD SOCERBQSocerb 7, Črni Kal, +386 (0)5
659 23 03
RESTAVRACIJA PIKOLQVipavska 94, Rožna Dolina, Nova
Gorica, +386 (0)5 302 25 62, info@pikol.si
RESTAVRACIJA RIZIBIZIQVilfanova 10, Portorož, +386 (0)5
993 53 20, info@rizibizi.si
RESTAVRACIJA SOPHIAQObala 45, Portorož, +386 (0)5 692
70 00, reservations.portoroz@kempinski.com,
ŠPACAPANOVAQHiša Komen 85, Komen, +386 (0)5 766 04 00,
info@spacapan.si
TOPLI VALQTrg svobode 1, Kobarid, +386 (0)5 389 9300,
info@hotelhvala.si
TOMIQLetoviška 1, Portorož, +386 (0)5 674 0222, tomi@siol.net
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Municipalities in Slovenia
With a population of just over two million, Slovenia has managed to make local administration a true art form, so far dividing itself into
an astounding 212 separate municipalities, and more than half of which have impressively achieved the status without meeting the constitutionally mandated criteria of having at least 5,000 inhabitants. The 11 municipalities that have ‘city status’ have been bolded below.

Ajdovščina
Ankaran
Apače
Beltinci
Benedikt
Bistrica ob Sotli
Bled
Bloke
Bohinj
Borovnica
Bovec
Braslovče
Brda
Brezovica
Brežice
Cankova
Celje
Cerklje na Gorenjskem
Cerknica
Cerkno
Cerkvenjak
Cirkulane
Črenšovci
Črna na Koroškem
Črnomelj
Destrnik
Divača
Dobje
Dobrepolje
Dobrna
Dobrova - Polhov Gradec
Dobrovnik
Dol pri Ljubljani
Dolenjske Toplice
Domžale
Dornava
Dravograd
Duplek
Gorenja vas - Poljane
Gorišnica
Gorje
Gornja Radgona
Gornji Grad
Gornji Petrovci
Grad
Grosuplje
Hajdina

www.ajdovscina.si
obcina-ankaran.si
www.obcina-apace.si
www.beltinci.si
www.benedikt.si
www.bistricaobsotli.si
obcina.bled.si
www.bloke.si
obcina.bohinj.si
www.borovnica.si
obcina.bovec.si
www.braslovce.si
www.obcina-brda.si
www.brezovica.si
www.brezice.si
cankova.si
moc.celje.si
www.cerklje.si
www.cerknica.si
www.cerkno.si
www.cerkvenjak.si
www.cirkulane.si
www.obcina-crensovci.si
www.crna.si
www.crnomelj.si
www.destrnik.si
www.divaca.si
dobje.si
www.dobrepolje.si
www.dobrna.si
www.dobrova-polhovgradec.si
www.dobrovnik.si
dol.si
www.dolenjske-toplice.si
www.domzale.si
www.dornava.si
www.dravograd.si
www.duplek.si
www.obcina-gvp.si
www.gorisnica.eu
www.gorje.si
www.gor-radgona.si
www.gornji-grad.si
www.gornji-petrovci.si
www.obcina-grad.si
www.grosuplje.si
www.hajdina.si

Hoče - Slivnica
Hodoš
Horjul
Hrastnik
Hrpelje - Kozina
Idrija
Ig
Ilirska Bistrica
Ivančna Gorica
Izola
Jesenice
Jezersko
Juršinci
Kamnik
Kanal
Kidričevo
Kobarid
Kobilje
Kočevje
Komen
Komenda
Koper
Kostanjevica na Krki
Kostel
Kozje
Kranj
Kranjska Gora
Križevci
Krško
Kungota
Kuzma
Laško
Lenart
Lendava
Litija
Ljubljana
Ljubno
Ljutomer
Log - Dragomer
Logatec
Loška dolina
Loški Potok
Lovrenc na Pohorju
Luče
Lukovica
Majšperk
Makole

www.hoce-slivnica.si
www.hodos.si
www.horjul.si
hrastnik.si
www.hrpelje-kozina.si
www.idrija.si
www.obcina-ig.si
www.ilirska-bistrica.si
www.ivancna-gorica.si
izola.si
www.jesenice.si
www.jezersko.si
www.jursinci.si
www.kamnik.si
www.obcina-kanal.si
www.kidricevo.si
www.kobarid.si
www.kobilje.si
www.kocevje.si
www.komen.si
www.komenda.si
www.koper.si
www.kostanjevica.si
www.kostel.si
www.kozje.si
www.kranj.si
obcina.kranjska-gora.si
www.obcina-krizevci.si
www.krsko.si
www.kungota.si
obcina-kuzma.si
www.lasko.si
www.lenart.si
www.lendava.si
litija.si
www.ljubljana.sisimol
www.ljubno.si
www.obcinaljutomer.si
www.log-dragomer.si
www.logatec.si
www.loska-dolina.si
www.loski-potok.si
www.lovrenc.si
www.luce.si
www.lukovica.si
www.majsperk.si
www.obcina-makole.si

Maribor
www.maribor.si
Markovci
www.markovci.si
Medvode
www.medvode.si
Mengeš
www.menges.si
Metlika
www.metlika.si
Mežica
www.mezica.si
Miklavž na Dravskem polju
www.miklavz.si
Miren - Kostanjevica
www.miren-kostanjevica.si
Mirna
www.mirna.sislobcina-mirna
Mirna Peč
www.mirnapec.si
Mislinja
www.mislinja.si
Mokronog - Trebelno
www.mokronog-trebelno.si
Moravče
www.moravce.si
Moravske Toplice
www.moravske-toplice.si
Mozirje
www.mozirje.si
Murska Sobota
www.murska-sobota.si
Muta
www.muta.si
Naklo
naklo.si
Nazarje
www.nazarje.si
Nova Gorica
www.nova-gorica.si
Novo mesto
www.novomesto.si
Odranci
www.odranci.si
Oplotnica
oplotnica.si
Ormož
www.ormoz.si
Osilnica
www.osilnica.si
Pesnica
pesnica.si
Piran
www.piran.si
Pivka
www.pivka.si
Podčetrtek
podcetrtek.eu
Podlehnik
www.podlehnik.si
Podvelka
www.podvelka.si
Poljčane
www.poljcane.si
Polzela
www.polzela.si
Postojna
www.postojna.si
Prebold
obcinaprebold.si
Preddvor
preddvor.si
Prevalje
www.prevalje.si
Ptuj
www.ptuj.si
Puconci
www.puconci.si
Rače - Fram
www.race-fram.si
Radeče
www.radece.si
Radenci
www.radenci.si
Radlje ob Dravi
www.obcina-radlje.si
Radovljica
www.radovljica.si
Ravne na Koroškem
www.ravne.si
Razkrižje
www.razkrizje.si
Rečica ob Savinji
www.obcina-recica.si
Renče - Vogrsko
www.rence-vogrsko.si
Ribnica
www.ribnica.si
Ribnica na Pohorju
www.ribnicanapohorju.si
Rogaška Slatina
www.rogaska-slatina.si
Rogašovci
obcina-rogasovci.si
Rogatec
obcina.rogatec.si
Ruše
www.ruse.si
Šalovci
www.salovci.si
Selnica ob Dravi
www.selnica.siobcina-selnica-ob-dravi
Semič
www.semic.si
Šempeter - Vrtojba
www.sempeter-vrtojba.si
Šenčur
www.sencur.si

Šentilj
Šentjernej
Šentjur
Šentrupert
Sevnica
Sežana
Škocjan
Škofja Loka
Škofljica
Slovenj Gradec
Slovenska Bistrica
Slovenske Konjice
Šmarje pri Jelšah
Šmarješke Toplice
Šmartno ob Paki
Šmartno pri Litiji
Sodražica
Solčava
Šoštanj
Središče ob Dravi
Starše
Štore
Straža
Sveta Ana
Sveta Trojica v Slovenskih goricah
Sveti Andraž v Slovenskih goricah
Sveti Jurij ob Ščavnici
Sveti Jurij v Slovenskih goricah
Sveti Tomaž
Tabor
Tišina
Tolmin
Trbovlje
Trebnje
Trnovska vas
Trzin
Tržič
Turnišče
Velenje
Velika Polana
Velike Lašče
Veržej
Videm
Vipava
Vitanje
Vodice
Vojnik
Vransko
Vrhnika
Vuzenica
Zagorje ob Savi
Zavrč
Zreče
Žalec
Železniki
Žetale
Žiri
Žirovnica
Žužemberk

www.sentilj.si
www.sentjernej.si
www.sentjur.siobcina
www.sentrupert.si
www.obcina-sevnica.si
www.sezana.si
www.obcina-skocjan.si
www.skofjaloka.si
www.skofljica.si
www.slovenjgradec.si
www.slovenska-bistrica.si
www.slovenskekonjice.si
smarje.si
www.smarjeske-toplice.si
www.smartnoobpaki.si
www.smartno-litija.si
www.sodrazica.si
www.solcava.si
www.sostanj.si
www.sredisce-ob-dravi.si
www.starse.si
www.store.si
www.obcina-straza.si
www.sv-ana.si
www.sv-trojica.si
www.sv-andraz.si
www.sveti-jurij.si
www.obcinajurij.si
sv-tomaz.si
www.obcina-tabor.si
www.tisina.si
www.tolmin.si
www.trbovlje.si
www.trebnje.si
www.trnovska-vas.si
www.trzin.si
www.trzic.si
obcinaturnisce.si
www.velenje.si
www.velika-polana.si
www.velike-lasce.si
verzej.si
www.videm.si
www.vipava.si
www.vitanje.si
www.vodice.si
www.vojnik.si
www.vransko.si
www.vrhnika.si
www.vuzenica.si
www.zagorje.si
zavrc.si
www.zrece.si
www.zalec.si
www.zelezniki.siobcina
www.zetale.si
www.ziri.si
zirovnica.si
www.zuzemberk.si
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John Bills

Editorial Team

Writer & Editor
After failing to become a Welsh Peter Venkman, John Bills tried his hand at life as
a frustrated care worker. When this plan failed, he took the only step left and begrudgingly became a writer. Now based in Belgrade, John’s forthcoming homage to dead Slavs and their inventions is titled ‘An Illustrated History of Slavic
Misery’ and will be published one day, possibly. John enjoys crisps, Japanese
professional wrestling and cricket analysis. He is ambivalent towards dogs.

Will Dunn

Writer
Will was born and raised in Manchester, England, to parents of Irish descent. He experienced his first 'non-beach holiday' travel following graduation in 2007, thus catching the travel bug. He got as far as Slovenia, and
decided that was the place for him, helped by a little romance of course.
Six years in the land of milk and honey at the time of writing, he has no
plans to change his base-country. He is happiest on a bike, but also loves
hiking and playing the guitar.

James Cosier

Niko Slavnič

Yuri Barron

Executive Editor

Managing Editor & Writer

Niko Slavnič has family and businesses across the region, and started his career in a family business at the
age of 16. Since then he has gone on to enjoy many
years of entrepreneurial activities, developing various
projects and organisations along the way. After a brief
war experience following Slovenia’s independence, he
spent several years working at the Ministry of Interior,
which gave him a different perspective and the skill to
perceive the world with open eyes. As the manager of
one of the best nightclubs in Ljubljana, Niko frequently
organised concerts and other events, later going on
to graduate from programmes at Harvard Business
School, the University of Amsterdam, IMTA and the
University of Ljubljana, and he now regularly shares
his knowledge and experience at IEDC Bled, ESSCA
and other business schools and conferences throughout the world. This unique mixture of practical business experience and theoretical knowledge has not
only made him a popular guest speaker, but has also
proven useful in his consulting work with more than
60 dynamic companies. Niko was also a member of the
management board at the Everet Group, now partner
in different companies and as a business angel investor
he is constantly looking for new business opportunities. He has previously published books about venture
capital, communication and marketing.

Born in Alaska and raised near Seattle in the United
States, whilst studying in Cyprus in 2002 Yuri went
on a five-day trip to Beirut, Lebanon, and ended up
living there for more than four years, supporting
himself in a variety of respectable professions, such
as online gambling, writing university papers, trading options and laptop DJing. After travelling to visit Berlin for the World Cup final in 2006, the breakout of the Hezbollah-Israeli war and subsequent
bombing of Beirut's airport led to him being unexpectedly stranded on a friend's couch in Prague for
several months, which then turned into nearly one
year (mainly on account of the irresistible charm of
a 5-year-old hound dog named Adam). One thing
led to another, and in 2007 Yuri found himself in
Slovenia, the country of his maternal grandfather's
birth and an all around swell place to live, especially
for English-speaking foreigners. Since 2009, he has
been a writer and editor for In Your Pocket travel
guides, and spends most of his free time and resources travelling to new countries in order to win
a $50 bet that was made in secondary school. His
forthcoming memoir, entitled Thirty-Cent Life: A
Decade of Moderately Irresponsible Travel in Dodgy
Countries, pushes the boundaries of what the word
'forthcoming' means.

Writer
A scholar of human geography and economics, James uses his academic titles
to justify obsessively exploring his surroundings (ie various cafés, bars and restaurants), whilst hiding his stinginess behind the veil of being a student and
economist. A Slovene Australian, James speaks both Slovene and English, and
his first job as a toilet cleaner and barista in a bookstore and café paved the
way for his career as a writer.
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